
1 | INTRODUCTION

Hospital ownership of physician practices and hospital employment of physicians, often called hospital-physician integration 
or hospital-physician vertical integration, has increased rapidly in the last decade(Baker et al., 2018; Baker et al., 2014; Nikpay 
et al., 2018; O’Malley et al., 2011; Physicians Advocacy Institute, 2019; Welch et al., 2013). While integrated hospital-physi-
cian systems have enjoyed several advantages, including generous reimbursement from Medicare (Chernew, 2021; Dranove & 
Ody, 2019; Post, 2021), foreclosed rivals (Richards et al., 2020), and more negotiating power (Neprash et al., 2015), researchers 
and policymakers have voiced concerns that hospital-physician integration has increased prices and spending without an offset-
ting increase in quality(Lin et al., 2021; Young et al., 2021).

Simultaneously, a growing body of research has discovered that hospitals are quite agile in responding to incentives to 
maximize reimbursement by strategically coding patient symptoms into diagnosis codes reported on claims to insurers(Bastani 
et  al., 2019; Meyers et  al., 2020). Such coding practices, while enabling hospitals to achieve better scores in risk-adjusted 
payment settings, have increased public spending on health care by billions of dollars(Geruso & Layton, 2020). The two may 
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Abstract
Hospital-physician integration has surged in recent years. Integration may allow 
hospitals to share resources and management practices with their integrated physi-
cians that increase the reported diagnostic severity of their patients. Greater diag-
nostic severity will increase practices' payment under risk-based arrangements. We 
offer the first analysis of whether hospital-physician integration affects providers' 
coding of patient severity. Using a two-way fixed effects model, an event study, and 
a stacked difference-in-differences analysis of 5 million patient-year observations 
from 2010 to 2015, we find that the integration of a patient's primary care doctor 
is associated with a robust 2%–4% increase in coded severity, the risk-score equiv-
alent of aging a physician's patients by 4–8 months. This effect was not driven by 
physicians treating different patients nor by physicians seeing patients more often. 
Our evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that hospitals share organizational 
resources with acquired physician practices to increase the measured clinical sever-
ity of patients. Increases in the intensity of coding will improve vertically-integrated 
practices' performance in alternative payment models and pay-for-performance 
programs while raising overall health care spending.
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be linked: by vertically integrating with physician practices, hospitals may be able to extend their coding resources to physi-
cians. This implies that one potential effect of vertical integration is an increase in the coded severity of the patient population 
of integrated doctors, but this remains a gap in the current literature. Given the rapid rise of hospital-physician integration, the 
pervasive incentives to increase coded severity, and the growing policy concern attached to both, our focus in this paper is to 
evaluate whether increases in patients' coded severity of illness constitute one of the effects of hospital-physician integration.

1.1 | Coded severity and vertical integration

Hospital systems have strong financial interests in ensuring that patients within their systems appear to be as medically complex 
as possible. Hospitals may use integration with physicians – even physicians in outpatient settings – as a means to achieve 
this end. This could happen in at least two ways. First, it is well-known that payment rates to hospitals for Medicare Severity 
Diagnosis Related Groups (MS-DRGs) increase with coded severity. In 2017, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(CMS) reimbursed a coronary bypass without a major complication and comorbidity at an average rate of $23,406; if the hospi-
tal coded the procedure with a major complication and comorbidity, the rate rose to $34,825(Medtronic, 2018). Hospitals can 
use integration to ensure that physicians in their systems, even in outpatient settings, thoroughly code each patient's comorbidi-
ties at each visit; this can help to specify more lucrative MS-DRGs when the patient is hospitalized at a later date. For example, 
with a patient's outpatient diagnostic history on file, a hospital can observe the patient's past outpatient diagnosis of Type 2 
diabetes with hyperlipidemia and code MS-DRGs with a comorbidity rather than lower-revenue MS-DRGs without one. This 
incentivizes hospitals to ensure that physicians in the community document patient conditions thoroughly.

Secondly, hospitals increasingly bear risk in pay-for-performance care delivery models. These include CMS's Hospital 
Value Based Purchasing program, the Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program, Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs), 
and others. Most pay-for-performance and alternative payment models use a risk-adjusted calculation for reimbursement or 
for measurement of participants' performance. Within the Medicare Shared Savings (ACO) Program, for example, CMS uses 
Hierarchical Condition Categories (HCCs) to calculate the spending risk of each patient attributed to an ACO, and thereby to 
determine appropriate budget benchmarks. Across all such programs, hospitals' performance depends on physicians' coding 
of patient severity. This implies that upon joining a hospital system, an integrated physician may be encouraged or expected to 
code patient symptoms to the highest severity possible. Since HCCs and other risk scores are calculated using diagnoses found 
on both inpatient and outpatient claims, these incentives are important not just in inpatient settings, but in outpatient settings in 
which many integrated physicians practice. A hospital could improve its performance in an ACO simply by directing physicians 
to document greater patient severity at every office visit.

Operationally, hospitals are also much more likely to have access to comprehensive coding resources than the average 
physician practice. Hospitals often have dedicated billing departments, software, and consultants to comprehensively identify 
the highest allowable diagnosis code for a given set of patient symptoms. A cottage industry has emerged to support hospital 
systems in their efforts to maximize reimbursement. The American Academy of Professional Coders, for example, offers 28 
certifications, including “professional service coding,” “professional billing,” and “clinical documentation.” Hospitals often 
employ full-time medical coders, and virtually all hospitals use electronic health records (EHRs). A wide variety of proprie-
tary medical coding software applications plug into EHRs to allow providers to automatically identify the highest appropriate 
reimbursement for their services. These resources are expensive for small businesses, and despite recent consolidation, most 
physician practices are still small businesses, often consisting of just a few physicians (Muhlestein & Smith, 2016). Given these 
operational factors, hospitals may believe that physicians are leaving money on the table by failing to maximize patient severity.

In addition to incentive, there is opportunity: if the frequency of incorrect and fraudulent claims is any indicator, coded 
severity is relatively easy to manipulate. The Department of Health and Human Services's Office of Inspector General recently 
found that nearly half of evaluation and management (E/M) encounters were incorrectly coded, and that “upcoded” (i.e., inap-
propriately high) E/M services cost Medicare $4.6 billion in 2010 (Levinson et al., 2014). Similarly, CMS found $28 billion in 
payments attributable to improper claims in 2019 (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2019). An estimated 10,000 of 
60,000 reimbursed claims for present-on-admission hospital infections were upcoded, costing Medicare $200 million (Bastani 
et al., 2019). Recent research found that hospitals that offered Medicare Advantage plans coded their patients more aggressively 
(Meyers et al., 2020). In view of these circumstances, policymakers have been skeptical that rapid increases in coded severity 
reflect actual changes in underlying patient condition. In Massachusetts, for example, the state's Health Policy Commission 
found evidence of widespread increases in coded severity from 2013 to 2017, the spending equivalent of adding “an additional 
428,000 commercially insured Massachusetts residents with complex diabetes or 920,000 with cerebral palsy.” (Massachusetts 
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Health Policy Commission, 2019) The commissioners concluded that coding practices, not patient health, drove heightened 
coded severity.

1.2 | Our contribution

In view of the incentives to increase coded severity, the rationale for hospital-physician vertical integration to enable it, and 
the policy implications, the effects of integration on coded patient severity are a critical gap in the literature. In this study, 
we used national Medicare claims data over a six-year window to evaluate whether patients treated by vertically integrated 
physicians exhibited increases in their coded severity. We attributed patients to physicians and measured whether their physi-
cians were vertically integrated with a hospital. We used a large panel that included nearly a million patients and over 75,000 
physicians. We addressed issues of both patient selection and physician selection through a variety of methods, including the 
use of a balanced sample, physician-pair fixed effects and year fixed effects, an event study estimation strategy that allowed 
for treatment effects that varied over time, and verification of pre-period parallel trends. Following recent developments in the 
differential timing literature, we further supplemented our approach with a stacked difference-in-differences model to confirm 
the robustness of our findings. These techniques enabled us to examine the assumptions of our analysis and identify a credible 
reduced-form estimate of our effect. We identified a statistically significant 2%–4% increase in coded patient severity associ-
ated with integration. We emphasize here that our paper does not aim to quantify changes in spending: risk scores are important 
on their own, and they do not translate directly to spending (they are composite measures of patient illness constructed from 
the diagnoses that providers report in insurance claims; they are used to adjust for spending risk in many programs, but there is 
not a one-to-one conversion). To provide context for the magnitude of integration's effects, we compare our estimated effect to 
the effects of aging: a 2%–4% increase in coded patient severity is the risk-score equivalent of an integrated physician's patients 
suddenly becoming 4–8 months older. This empirical finding ties into pay-for-performance considerations: through hospi-
tal-physician integration, hospitals may improve their case mix measures and, therefore, their success in pay-for-performance 
programs, while also increasing Medicare spending through higher risk-adjusted payments.

As a secondary matter, we also sought to paint a more complete portrait by examining some of the mechanisms that may 
have generated an effect on coded patient severity. We consider three likely possibilities. First, integration could change the 
coded severity of a physician's patients by changing the “back office” coding system, for example, using technology that stand-
ardizes and maximizes coding, which we have discussed. Second, vertically integrated physicians might prescribe more health 
care for their patients, whether as part of a quality-improvement initiative – for example, integration has been associated with 
greater use of care management protocols – or simply because they enjoy higher levels of outpatient reimbursement (Bishop 
et al., 2016; Post et al., 2021). Coding of patient chronic conditions could increase if patients see their physician more often. 
Third, sicker patients may seek out hospital-integrated physicians if they anticipate needing access to hospital-based services. If 
so, the average severity of an integrated physician's panel would increase even without changes in coding behavior. Our analyt-
ical approach sought to at least provide preliminary evidence about the likelihood of each of the first two mechanisms while we 
endeavored with our sample construction to rule out the third as a confounding factor.

This study adds to the vertical integration literature by articulating an additional advantage for hospitals and physicians that 
integrate. Our findings also provide policymakers with insights about the role of vertical integration in coded severity and the 
rising cost of care.

2 | EXISTING LITERATURE

A growing empirical literature has highlighted some of the effects of vertical integration (Post et al., 2018). Jung and colleagues 
found that integration was associated with more expensive treatment choices for patients with cancer (Jung et al., 2019). Rich-
ards and colleagues found evidence of anti-competitive vertical foreclosure in outpatient markets in Florida stemming from 
hospital-physician integration (Richards et al., 2020). Baker and colleagues found that hospital ownership of physician practices 
steered patients toward higher-cost, lower-quality hospitals (Baker et al., 2016). Capps, Dranove and Ody identified double-
digit increases in commercial outpatient prices (Capps et al., 2018); Lin, McCarthy, and Richards found increases in inpatient 
prices (Lin et al., 2021); and Koch, Wendling, and Wilson found large increases in spending among Medicare patients (Koch 
et al., 2017). Vertical integration may offer additional advantages as well, including a partial resolution of the principal-agent 
problem, in which integration more closely aligns physician incentives with hospital revenue-maximizing objectives; or the 
ability to collect additional revenue due to site-of-service payment differentials (Chernew, 2021; Dranove & Ody, 2019; Post 
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et al., 2021). Other work has found that integration was associated with modestly increased probability of cancer screenings and 
improvements in some quality scores (Carlin et al., 2015; Zepeda et al., 2020).

These studies illustrate that integration is a complex “treatment.” It involves changes in employer, organizational culture, 
internal resources, billing patterns, and more. The motivation to integrate likely differs from provider to provider: a small 
suburban hospital may have different goals than a large urban health system; physician organizations, too, have their own goals. 
Correspondingly, the effects of integration are also myriad. Each of the effects found in previous studies has specific patient 
welfare implications and policy responses. Our purpose in this study was not to assess the relative importance of these many 
factors, but rather, to examine the first-order question of whether there was evidence that untapped patient coding opportunities 
constituted an additional advantage of vertical integration.

3 | METHODS

3.1 | Data, sample, and key variables

To measure the effect of hospital-physician integration on patient coded severity, several important data elements are required: 
patient demographic information and diagnosis history over several years; physician integration status over several years; and a 
large sample to allow for sufficient variation. These data elements are present in the data sources that we used. We identified our 
sample using national Medicare claims from 2010 to 2015. We linked several data sources: the 20% sample of fee-for-service 
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MedPAR) and Carrier claim line items from 2010 to 2015, Medicare Data on Provider 
Practice and Specialty, the Medicare Master Beneficiary Summary file, the American Community Survey, and the Area Health 
Resources File. The Medicare claims and Master Beneficiary Summary files, available to us under a data use agreement, 
contained records of the health care services used by Medicare enrollees, along with diagnosis codes and demographic infor-
mation of each patient; this rich data source enabled us to construct a detailed analytical file. Medicare Data on Provider Prac-
tice and Specialty is a provider-level file that includes specialty and practice information for each provider (physicians, nurse 
practitioners, and others) that billed Medicare. The American Community Survey and Area Health Resources File are publicly 
available datasets that contain economic and health information calculated by county and other geographic units. This study 
was deemed exempt by the University of Michigan's institutional review board.

With the information available in the data sources above, we measured each patient's age, sex, race, and number of months 
dually eligible for Medicaid coverage. We attributed each patient to the primary care physician (PCP) from whom he or she 
received the plurality of his or her care that year. We also measured area and market characteristics for each beneficiary. We 
measured the county-level rates of high school completion, four-year college completion, the market penetration of Medicare 
Advantage plans, and the percentage of the local population at or below 138% of the federal poverty level. In addition, we  meas-
ured the hospital referral region Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) for hospitals, based on patient volume from MedPAR 
claims, as well as for primary care physicians based on patient volume from Carrier claims. Finally, we measured physician age 
and sex. We report sample characteristics in Table 1.

We calculated whether a physician was vertically integrated with a hospital each year using a claims-based algorithm 
developed by Neprash and colleagues in their 2015 JAMA Internal Medicine article (Neprash et al., 2015) and subsequently 
used by others in published work (Marchetti et al., 2021; Post et al., 2021). For each physician, we measured the percentage 
of claims billed under Medicare's office place of service codes and hospital outpatient department (HOPD) place of service 
(Appendix 1). When at least 75% of these claims were billed under the HOPD code, we classified the physician as integrated 
(we varied this threshold and our results did not substantially change; the distribution is bimodal, Appendix 2). We calculated 
our exposure variable as whether a patient's attributed physician in each year was vertically integrated. In all specifications, we 
controlled for calendar year.

Our dependent variable was the Hierarchical Condition Category (HCC) risk score of each patient in each year. Condi-
tion category scores have been used as measures of coded severity in previous work (Geruso & Layton, 2020; Li et al., 2020; 
Markovitz et al., 2019). This score, which we calculated in accordance with CMS specifications, measures the spending risk 
of the patient, with a population mean set to 1.00 (Pope et al., 2004). Patients with higher risk scores have higher predicted 
spending. Its two components are demographic predictors (administratively determined information such as age, sex, and 
disability status), which cannot be manipulated by physicians or health systems, and provider-reported diagnosis codes, which 
can. Providers can report both the number and intensity of diagnosis codes for their patients (i.e., coded severity), which affects 
their reimbursement. Hierarchical Condition Categorie scores combine both the number and intensity of diagnosis codes into a 
single composite index, which makes them an excellent comprehensive measure of patient severity. An additional useful feature 
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of HCC scores is their direct relevance in revenue and pay-for-performance: HCC scores are used explicitly in calculating ACO 
payments, Medicare Advantage reimbursement, and other contracts that put financial risk on providers. Hierarchical Condition 
Categorie scores are also the measure most appropriate to our primary care-focused sample: HCC scores are sensitive to the 
behavior of primary care physicians, because primary care physicians have tremendous influence in diagnoses documented in 
outpatient settings, and HCC scores include outpatient diagnoses. Primary care physicians, by contrast, do not directly influ-
ence MS-DRG coding in inpatient settings, so we do not use MS-DRGs as an outcome. While we expect that physicians oper-
ating in inpatient settings might, when classifying an MS-DRG, take notice of the diagnosis information collected by primary 
care physicians in outpatient settings, our study is not designed to test this directly. We acknowledge that there are implications 
of our work that extend beyond the scope of what we can do in this paper; examining inpatient coding practices is one of them. 
In the present paper, we focus on HCC scores since they have been used in other published work; reflect a composite index of 
both the number and intensity of a patient's full set of diagnosis codes each year, most of which occur in the outpatient setting 
in which primary care physicians operate; and directly affect pay-for-performance programs. For the identification of our effect, 
we required variation in HCC scores. We found that patients exhibited substantial variation in their HCC scores during the years 
of our study period (Figure 1).

3.2 | Statistical models

To identify our effect of interest, we used a two-way fixed effects model, an event study, and a stacked differences-in-differ-
ences model. This set of statistical approaches allowed us to assess the validity of our design and explore the assumptions of 
our modeling to better identify a robust effect. We further estimated several models to better understand potential mechanisms 
for our observed effect. We describe all of these models in further detail in this section.

POST eT al.

2010 2015

Not integrated Integrated Not integrated Integrated

Unique physician-patient pairs 872,479 28,913 855,494 45,898

Unique physicians 71,742 4267 70,081 5928

Unique patients 872,479 28,913 855,494 45,898

Patient characteristics

 Age 72.2 71.6 77.2 76.8

 Female (%) 57 57 57 57

 White (%) 88 85 88 87

 Black (%) 7 9 7 8

 Hispanic (%) 1 1 1 1

 Other race/ethnicity (%) 4 5 4 4

 Number of chronic conditions 1.56 1.53 2.23 2.2

 Average coded severity score 0.90 0.90 1.26 1.25

Area characteristics

 Income below 138% of poverty level (%), county 13.7 14.2 10.6 10.6

 High school (%), county 86.4 87.5 87.7 89

 College (%), county 28 28.3 29.4 29.2

 Medicare advantage penetration (%), county 21.1 21.7 27.7 28.2

 HHI Hospital, hospital referral region 1930 2210 2054 2333

 HHI Primary care, hospital referral region 150 178 155 176

Physician characteristics

 Age 52 50.2 57 55.6

 Female (%) 19 30 19 26

Note: Sample size across all years = 5,408,352 physician–patient-year observations, comprised of 901,392 unique patients and 76,009 unique physicians.
Abbreviation: HHI, Herfindahl-Hirschman Index.

T A B L E  1  Sample characteristics
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The following quasi-experiment corresponds to our research question: some subset of the primary care physicians in our 
sample became integrated during the study period. The treatment group was this subset. We sought to test whether becoming 
integrated was associated with changes in primary care coding behavior. We excluded physicians who were integrated through-
out 2010–2015 to establish temporal precedence. The control group was the subset of primary care physicians who were not 
integrated from 2010 to 2015.

This setting entails three main challenges to validity – patient selection, physician selection, and variation in treatment 
timing – each of which we sought to address. Since patients do not choose physicians randomly, selection could occur at the 
patient level; we addressed this through our sample construction and physician-patient pair fixed effects estimation (described 
next). Since physicians do not integrate randomly, selection could occur at the physician level; we describe how we handled this 
in the paragraphs following Equation (1). Since physicians became “treated” at different times, thereby raising concerns about 
measuring an average treatment effect in the presence of treatment effects that may be time-varying (Goodman-Bacon, 2021), 
we examined effect sizes over time using an event study and a stacked difference-in-differences model, described in our discus-
sion of Equation (2).

To manage the possibility of selection at the patient level, we constructed a balanced panel of primary care physician–
patient pairs. Our large data set ensured sufficient sample to use a balanced panel. This approach captured changes in coded 
severity when a primary care physician became newly integrated among the set of patients he or she had already been seeing 
prior to integration. We used a PCP-patient (group) fixed effect for every pair: our identification came from changes in integra-
tion status and coded severity within a pair over time.

There are several advantages to this approach. Most importantly, it addresses the potential for endogeneity of integration 
and patient choice of doctor, that is, selection at the patient level. A patient could, upon receiving some diagnosis, decide to 
switch into treatment by a vertically integrated primary care physician (perhaps anticipating need for future hospital-based 
care). Relatedly, upon integration, a PCP might begin seeing a new supply of patients as directed by the hospital, which could 
be, on average, more complex than those they had previously treated. These dynamics would imply real differences in the illness 
composition of a physician's panel (i.e., case mix) rather than changes in coding practices, the latter of which is our interest 
here. Our balanced pairs approach rules out the case mix problem and most closely aligns with the quasi-experiment above. 
The main disadvantage of this approach is that with many fixed effects, there is less variation available to identify an effect. 
We consider the benefits to be worth this cost; following Mummolo and Peterson's recommendations on transparency in fixed 
effects analysis, Appendix 3 shows the identifying variation that we used (Mummolo & Peterson, 2018). We identified our 
effect from variation in n = 24,690 physician-patient pairs (n = 148,140 physician-patient-year observations over the full study 
period) with variation in integration status over time. Our identifying sample is comparable or larger in size to the identifying 
sample in other recent studies on hospital-physician integration (Desai & McWilliams, 2018; Jung et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2021; 
Scott et al., 2017; Timbie et al., 2020).

We first estimated the following two-way fixed effects model:

����������� = ��� + ������ + ������������� + ���� + ���� (1)

POST eT al.

F I G U R E  1  Variation in coded 
severity within patients. Coded severity 
defined as Hierarchical Condition Category 
(HCC) score. Graph to illustrate variation in 
dependent variable. The average patient HCC 
score was 1.047. The average within-panel 
range in a patient's HCC score from 2010 to 
2015 was 0.987; the 95 th percentile of this 
within-panel range was 2.894 [Colour figure 
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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where ����������� denoted the coded severity (HCC score) for patient i attributed to physician p at year t, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 was the group 
fixed effect for the patient-physician pair, and ������ was the fixed effect for calendar year to control for secular trends (e.g., 
population age and clinical severity changes over time, independent of integration exposure). The variable of interest was 
������������ , which took the value of one if physician p was hospital-integrated in year t and 0 otherwise. ���� was a vector 
of time-varying patient and area characteristics including the area levels of Medicare Advantage penetration, completion of 
high school and four-year college, the percentage of the population at or below 138 percent of the federal poverty line, the 
market concentration of hospitals and primary care physicians; and patients' number of months dually eligible for Medicaid. 
Most of these covariates did not exhibit significant variation within physician-patient pairs, and thus a more parsimonious 
equation that excluded ���� was not materially different from our estimates; we report the estimates, which are slightly more 
conservative, from the simpler model (Table 2). 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 was an error term clustered at the physician level. We report full regres-
sion results in Appendix 4.

Two-way fixed effects models are often viewed as difference-in-differences estimates, consisting of variance-weighted 
average treatment effects if the traditional parallel trends and exogeneity assumptions are met (Goodman-Bacon, 2021). To gain 
insight into the pre-treatment trends of the treatment and control groups, we first estimated an event study model. We defined 
the control group as the set of physicians who did not integrate during our study window and the treatment group as the physi-
cians who began unintegrated but became integrated during the study period. We defined each time period relative to the first 
year of integration (t = 0) for each physician. We estimated a model in which, rather than including a single treatment indicator 
(as with our two-way fixed effects model), we interacted treatment status with each relative time period to create a model fully 
saturated with treatment leads and lags, dropping the last pre-period (Cunningham, 2021). We estimated:

����������� = ��� + ������ + ��� +
4
∑

�=−5
�� 1

(

� − �∗� = �
)

� ��������� + ����� + 
��� (2)

POST eT al.

Coded severity
(1)

Coded severity (covariates)
(2)

Integration 0.0202*** 0.0206***

(0.00288) (0.00290)

2010 (omitted)

2011 0.0550*** 0.0542***

(0.000569) (0.000571)

2012 0.107*** 0.106***

(0.000637) (0.000669)

2013 0.165*** 0.165***

(0.000676) (0.000771)

2014 0.228*** 0.228***

(0.000725) (0.000929)

2015 0.326*** 0.324***

(0.000788) (0.00108)

Covariates No Yes

Physician-patient pair fixed effects Yes Yes

Constant −0.323*** −0.308***

(0.000468) (0.0199)

Observations 5,408,352 5,408,352

R-squared 0.741 0.741

Note: Standard errors reported in parentheses (clustered at physician level). Column 1 reports our main 
two-way fixed effects estimate from Equation (1). Column 2 adds covariates to the model; the estimated 
coefficient of interest remains approximately the same. The dependent variable is the natural log of a patient's 
coded severity (HCC score). Integration is a binary variable taking the value of 1 when a physician is 
integrated and 0 otherwise.
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

T A B L E  2  Two-way fixed effects 
estimates: coded severity
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in which 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 controls for time relative to integration. 1(t –𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗
𝑖𝑖
  = l) was an indicator for the time relative to the year of integration. 

Treatmentp took the value of one if the physician ever integrated (i.e., Treatmentp was stable within a physician panel). The 
treatment effects were contained in the vector 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙 where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ≥ 0 . The other variables are constructed as in Equation (1). 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 was an 
error term clustered at the physician level. Figure 2 shows our results.

We took steps to address selection at the physician level. The validity of any difference-in-differences analysis could be 
undermined by uncontrolled factors that determine both treatment status and outcome of interest. Here, this could occur through 
selection at the physician level: physicians who become integrated might be different than physicians who do not due to factors 
correlated to coded patient severity (e.g., perhaps a physician's medical school influences their preference for integration as 
well as coding behavior). We addressed this potential concern in two ways. First, we followed the approach used in previous 
vertical integration literature by including physician and time fixed effects (Koch et al., 2017). Doing so eliminates confounding 
from factors that are time-invariant (including a physician's sex, medical training, et al.), and leaves only factors that change 
over time and are correlated to both integration status and the outcome of interest. Second, mirroring recent work in this area 
(Lin et al., 2021), we tested whether physicians who became integrated exhibited distinct trends in the pre-treatment period 
compared to the control physicians. We found no evidence for such pre-trends. Taken together, these suggest that the control 
group served as a valid counterfactual to the treatment group.

The last of the major threats to the validity of our analysis was variation in treatment timing. To this end, our event study 
specification was useful since it flexibly allows for differences in treatment effects over time. In addition, we supplemented 
our analyses with a stacked difference-in-differences model. Our setting was characterized by staggered treatment start dates: 
physicians entered into vertical integration at different times throughout our study period. The analytical implication is that 
there is no single starting date from which to measure time since integration.

A recent body of work has focused on potential issues related to differential timing in two-way fixed effects models and 
difference-in-differences designs (Abraham & Sun, 2018; Athey & Imbens, 2018; de Chaisemartin & D’Haultfœuille, 2020; 
Goodman-Bacon, 2021). Cengiz et al. (2019) estimated a stacked event-specific model, or a stacked difference-in-differences 
model, to confirm that their results were robust to the negative weighting pitfalls of staggered timing identified in Abraham and 
Sun (2018). Cengiz and colleagues sought to estimate the effect of the minimum wage, but legal changes to the minimum wage 
occurred at different times for different states, that is, treatment was staggered (Cengiz et al., 2019). Cengiz and colleagues 
created event-specific datasets comprised of the treated group and clean controls (states with no minimum wage changes during 
the event window) for each event with at least three pre-periods, then stacked these datasets to estimate an average effect. By 
aligning their datasets in event-time, their setting was equivalent to a treatment event that happened at one time; and dropping 
any control states with minimum wage changes during the event window reduced the bias associated with heterogeneous treat-
ment (see Cengiz Appendix D for further details).

We followed the Cengiz method to address potential concerns about differential timing. We identified the set of physi-
cians for whom we could identify three pre-periods and one post-period, which yielded three cohorts (physicians who became 
integrated in 2013, 2014, and 2015 and remained integrated thereafter). As in Cengiz 2019, we applied stringent criteria to 
the control group for each event, limiting it to those who were never integrated during each respective timeframe (Cunning-
ham, 2021). We calculated time relative to integration, dropping the last pre-treatment period; we appended these datasets and 
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F I G U R E  2  Event study of coded 
severity. This figure displays the event study 
specification of the effect of integration 
on the coded severity of an integrated 
physician's patients. The point estimates are 
the regression coefficients from Equation (2). 
The y-axis displays the dependent variable 
(natural log of HCC scores). The x-axis 
displays the time relative to when the 
physician became hospital-integrated (t = 0 
represents the first year of integration). These 
estimates imply that patients' risk scores 
increased between 2% and 4% after their 
primary care physician vertically integrated 
with a hospital [Colour figure can be viewed 
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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estimated a model with leads and lags using this sample, clustering standard errors at the physician level. These results further 
supported our analysis and are depicted in Appendix 5.

3.3 | Mechanisms

Our primary objective in this study was to identify the effect of integration on the coding of patient severity. However, we also 
considered two potential mechanisms for how coding changes might occur. The first is a back-office change in coding practices. 
Based on anecdotes from conversations with physicians, integration with a hospital brings a measure of standardization to 
coding practices, for example, by using a common set of software tools and other technology. This enables hospitals to code all 
patients comprehensively and systematically in their systems. If so, conditional on observables, the variance in coded severity 
should fall after integration. To test for evidence of such standardization, we estimated the following two-way fixed effects 
model, controlling for the mean of a physician's patient severity:

�������� = �� + ������ + ������������� + ������������ + ��� (3)

in which 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴 is the standard deviation of the coded severity of a physician's patients in year t, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 is a physician fixed effect, 
������ is a year fixed effect, and ������������ indicates whether a physician p was integrated in year t. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 controls 
for the average coded severity of a physician's panel in year t (to control for the relationship between mean and variance). We 
interpreted 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 as the effect of integration on the standardization of coding practices. We report these estimates in Table 3. We 
also estimated an event study version of this model analogous to that of Equation (2) (Figure 3).

Integration may also influence coded patient severity through utilization. Integrated delivery systems may seek to deliver 
on promises of coordinated care by improving patient engagement and encouraging patients to check in with their primary care 
physicians more frequently. If so, changes in risk score might simply reflect that physicians have spent more time with patients, 
that is, have had more chances to notice comorbidities and code them. To account for this possibility, we sought to estimate 
a model that accounted for patient-physician visits. We calculated each patient's number of office visits in each year (with all 
physicians, not just with their main physician, since vertical integration may enable more in-house referrals). We added the 
number of office visits as a covariate to our two-way-fixed effects model and estimated:
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(1)
Standard deviation of coded 
severity

(2)
Coded severity, controlling 
for number of office visits

Integration −0.0227*** 0.0240***

(0.00713) (0.00272)

Number of office visits N/A 0.0263***

(9.55e-05)

Covariates No No

Pair fixed effects Yes Yes

Year fixed effects Yes Yes

Control for average severity Yes No

Observations 374,717 5,408,352

R-squared 0.813 0.768

Note: Standard errors reported in parentheses (clustered at physician level). Physician-patient pair fixed effects 
and calendar year fixed effects included in all regressions. Column 1 reports the estimated effect of integration 
on the standard deviation of a physician's coded severity and includes a control for the average level of 
severity; results demonstrate that a physician's variance in risk scores decreased modestly (about 3.4 percent) 
after integration. Column 2 reports the results of Equation (4): it reports the estimated effect of integration 
on coded severity (natural log of HCC score) with an added control for the number of patient's office visits 
(a modification of Equation 1). Upon including a control for the number of office visits, the coefficient of 
interest is similar (even slightly larger) to the main two-way fixed effects specification, demonstrating that 
increased visits with physicians was not the mechanism for the increase in severity (which would imply a 
decrease in the coefficient of interest). Integration is a binary variable taking the value of 1 when a physician 
is integrated and 0 otherwise.
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

T A B L E  3  Two-way fixed effects 
estimates: mechanisms
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����������� = ��� + �������� ������� + ������ + ����
����	�� + ����� + ���� (4)

If integration increases coded severity though increased utilization, adding office visits to Equation (1) will reduce the esti-
mated effect of integration, that is, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸4  < 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸1 . If increased utilization is not a mechanism, the estimate will remain unchanged. 
We report our results in Table 3.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Descriptive

We identified a balanced analytical sample of 5,408,352 physician-patient-year observations, representing 901,392 unique 
patients who were attributed to 76,009 unique primary care physicians (Table 1). In 2010, 28,913 patients received care from 
integrated physicians; by 2015, this number had grown to 45,898.

The patients treated by integrated physicians closely resembled the patients treated by non-integrated physicians in demo-
graphics: in 2010, patients were approximately 72 years of age in both groups; about 57% of the sample was female; and the 
racial distribution was very similar. Consistent with our balanced sample, the average age at the end of the study had grown 
to approximately 77 years of age by 2015. Patients also appeared similar in area characteristics, such as the poverty rate, the 
percentage of the population that graduated from high school and college, and the Medicare Advantage penetration rate in 
the county. Hospital markets were slightly more concentrated among patients treated by integrated physicians (HHI of 2210 
compared to 1930), a pattern also shown in the market for primary care physicians (178 compared to 150). The non-integrated 
physician population was slightly older (52 years old compared to 50) and had fewer females (19% compared to 30%) than the 
integrated physician population.

Patients were similar in their clinical profiles regardless of treatment from integrated or non-integrated physicians. Those 
treated by non-integrated physicians in 2010 were coded with an average of 1.56 chronic conditions, while patients treated by 
integrated physicians had an average of 1.53 chronic conditions. Similarly, the HCC coded severity score was nearly identical 
between integrated and non-integrated physicians in 2010 (0.90 in both groups). Consistent with an aging population, coded 
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F I G U R E  3  Event study of standard deviation in coded severity. This figure displays the event study specification of the effect of integration 
on the variability in risk scores within a physician's panel of patients. For each physician in each year, we calculated the standard deviation of his 
or her patient's Hierarchical Condition Category (HCC) scores. We then estimated a physician-year level event study model to determine whether 
integration exerted an influence on the variability of HCC scores. The sample mean of standard deviation in the last pre-period was 0.664. The 
point estimates are the regression coefficients from Equation (3). The y-axis displays the dependent variable (natural log of HCC scores). The 
x-axis displays the time relative to when the physician became hospital-integrated (t = 0 represents the first year of integration). These estimates 
demonstrate that the variability of HCC scores within a physician's panel of patients (even holding the panel of patients constant) decreased 
modestly after the physician vertically integrated with a hospital [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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severity grew over time, with those treated by non-integrated physicians reaching an average of 1.26 and by integrated physi-
cians reaching 1.25.

4.2 | Statistical results

4.2.1 | Main models

One of the key assumptions underpinning this analysis was that the difference between the treatment group and the comparison 
group would have remained constant from the pre-period through the post-period in the absence of treatment (parallel trends). 
To justify this assumption, we examined our data for leading effects in the pre-treatment period. Figure 2 displays our event 
study. None of the leading effects of integration were statistically different from zero, which provided evidence in favor of our 
parallel trends assumption.

We proceeded to our two-way fixed effects model. The first column of Table 2 reports our preferred specification for the 
effect of integration on coded severity. Following prior literature, we expected key variables to have a proportional effect, and 
therefore measured our outcome variable in natural logs (Lin et al., 2021). We identified a statistically significant and precisely 
estimated 2.02% increase in coded severity associated with integration. This result was robust to including a large set of covar-
iates (second column).

In our event study specification, we identified statistically significant increases in patient coded severity in every post-pe-
riod, ranging from about 2.5% in the first post-period to about 3.7% in the third post-period (Figure 2). We interpreted this as 
evidence that coded severity increased with integration.

To further probe the credibility of our design, we estimated our stacked difference-in-differences model. Each of the three 
events included three pre-periods and one post-period. The results from this analysis further bolstered our main estimates. As 
with our main event study, none of the leading effects were statistically distinguishable from zero. The first-period effect was 
equal to about 2.30%, closely matching the estimate from our first-period effect in our event study (Appendix 5).

Since HCC scores do not directly translate to spending changes, we provided practical context for the magnitude of inte-
gration's effects by comparing them to the effects of aging. In our sample, as patients aged, their HCC scores increased by 
about 5.8% per year. The effect sizes of integration that we identified ranged from about 35% of this value (2.02/5.8, from our 
two-way fixed effects model) to about 64% (3.7/5.8, from our event study). This implied that, roughly speaking, integration was 
associated with the risk-score equivalent of aging 4–8 months (0.35*12 to 0.64*12).

4.2.2 | Mechanisms

Our conclusion that integration was associated with increases in coded severity is an important finding irrespective of the 
mechanism. However, we were also interested in whether this effect might have come from standardization of diagnosis coding 
protocols (e.g., hospitals sharing software and other resources) or by physicians having more opportunities to detect patient 
diseases (i.e., patients seeing physicians more often).

We first measured the standard deviation in patients' coded severity within physicians each year to gauge whether there 
was evidence of standardization of coding following integration. This analysis had less power to detect an effect than our main 
analysis, since our outcome was summarized at the physician-year level and therefore estimated with many fewer observations. 
Regardless, using a two-way fixed effects model, we found a statistically significant decrease in the standard deviation of a 
physician's coded severity scores associated with integration. Standard deviation changed by an average of −0.023; relative to a 
sample mean of 0.664, this was a decline of about 3.4% (first column of Table 3). We also estimated an event study (Figure 3). 
No leading effects were significant. Point estimates suggested an effect size of about −0.02, although some post-period effects 
were only marginally significant. Taken together, we considered these results suggestive, though not conclusive, of a standard-
ization mechanism.

We then tested whether integration might increase patient coded severity via increasing patient-physician visits. We counted 
each patient's total office visits in each year and included it as a covariate in our two-way fixed effects model (second column 
of Table 3). As expected, the number of office visits had a positive and independent effect on severity, consistent with high-
er-needs patients seeing the doctor more often. However, including this control in our model did not, as the mechanism would 
predict, make the coefficient of interest smaller; our estimate of the effect of integration remained similar to that of our main 
specification. This implied that integration did not increase coded severity by increasing utilization of office visits.
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5 | DISCUSSION

Using a nationwide six-year panel of over 900,000 patient-physician pairs, this study found that hospital-physician integration 
was associated with statistically and economically significant increases in patients' coded severity of illness. Our results were 
consistent with physician anecdotes that hospitals extend organizational resources such as clinical documentation support to 
acquired physician practices, which helps to increase the measured severity of acquired physicians' patients. The increases in 
severity were not driven by physicians seeing sicker patients nor by patients seeing physicians more often. Through higher 
coded severity, integration is likely to increase risk-adjusted health spending and improve provider performance in alternative 
payment and pay-for-performance models.

This study fills an important gap in the literature. While both hospital-physician integration and patient coded severity have 
been quickly rising – and along with them, health care spending – this study is the first to link the two. Our two-way fixed 
effects and event studies imply an effect size on the order of 2%–4%. Though the relationship between coded severity and health 
care spending is not one to one, this effect magnitude is comparable to recent work on integration and prices (Lin et al., 2021) 
and spending (Neprash et al., 2015).

The literature has not reached a consensus on the question of whether alternative payment models cause integration (Alpert 
et al., 2017; Neprash et al., 2017; Ouayogodé et al., 2020). Our results do not answer this question, either. Instead, our results 
suggest that by extending coding-maximization protocols to physician practices, integration may help provider systems achieve 
reimbursement goals within alternative payment models.

With respect to patient welfare, our results can be seen in two ways. On one hand, these results look like opportunistic 
gaming of the payment system, in which the very same patients suddenly appear to be sicker than they really are. Related work 
and media coverage give credence: a policy change allowing more diagnosis codes resulted in higher reported patient illness; 
coding acrobatics accounted for a large percentage of apparent reductions in hospital readmissions; and a whistleblower in 
an integrated setting alleged outright coding fraud (Ody et al., 2019; Schulte, 2019; Sukul et al., 2019). We agree that this 
is a possible explanation, and if so, the implications are clear: hospital-physician integration boosts coded severity with no 
patient benefit and needlessly increases Medicare spending. A more charitable interpretation is that integration is helping to 
professionalize medicine. In this view, patients might finally be getting the diagnoses they should have gotten all along, and 
hospital resources that ensure more thorough symptom documentation improve patients' lives. One prediction from this latter 
interpretation is that the quality of care should improve with integration. Evidence for such improvement has remained limited.

Our data allow us to shed light on the relationship between integration and coded severity over nearly a million patients and 
over 70,000 primary care physicians over a six-year study window characterized by substantial integration activity. However, 
limitations remain. Our approach lacks true random assignment: while we have endeavored to mitigate selection bias, endog-
enous selection into integration remains a possible threat to validity. Further, while we observed that treatment effects were 
comparable regardless of year of integration, it is possible that hospitals selectively integrated practices that had lagged in 
coding sophistication; effects of integration in the future may differ. We study only the Medicare fee-for-service population 
and cannot infer the effects of integration on coded severity among the commercially-insured or other patient populations. We 
suspect, though, that if hospitals extend their coding resources to acquired practices, they likely do so for all patients treated 
by the practice. Additionally, coded patient severity matters most to providers operating in the context of Medicare Advantage, 
ACOs, and other risk-based models. Since the incentives to upcode in fee-for-service Medicare (our context) are not as strong, 
our results likely represent the lower bound of integration's effect on severity; extensions of our work could find even larger 
effects. Lastly, we lack data on underlying costs. Investigating this topic using detailed data on provider costs could persuasively 
answer questions about efficiencies and economies of scale. These are areas for future research.

Consolidation has been empirically tied to increases in prices and spending. Here, we tie it to increases in the reported 
illness of patients. As integrated delivery systems expand, and with them greater coded severity, state and federal policymakers 
tasked with constraining health care spending may need to rethink the role of provider-reported acuity in the reimbursement 
paradigm and in pay-for-performance models. We join other researchers in recommending more scrutiny of hospital-physician 
integration.
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